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“i. will. cross” is a song composed by kristina jacobsen and based on the poem “ i. cross” by ather zia. as an anthropologist, i’m always
interested in developing new ways to make anthropology relevant to the present moment by bringing it into conversation with the life
experiences of the fieldworkers and the scholars that are doing the data collection. in the context of the on-going crisis in kashmir, this was a
seemingly impossible task. however, in may 2017, i was lucky enough to interview zia at her home in kabul, afghanistan, and she gave me
permission to adapt this poem for a song. the song is based on her original poem and has been recorded with the talented folk singer/musician
saswati das at the husia folk lab, kathmandu. it was written for ather’s oral history of a kashmiri pandit refugee who was transported to
bombay, india, as a child and is now a busybody in mumbai. etv exclusive kristina ather zia: it has been a pleasure to have kristina’s poem
reflected in this way and to know that a song has been composed around it in this manner. kristina has created an exceptional rendition of this
poem that i am thrilled to have seen and heard. it is especially gratifying that it features the folk singer saswati das who so brilliantly brings to
life the voice of the kashmiri pandit in the poem. i am very grateful to the well-known pakistani film director/actor, sharmeen obaid chinoy who
became my interpreter when i arrived in india. the madam, as she was called, taught me hindi in just two days of conversation. i hope this
conversation between the zia and the das, as represented by the song, will be a way to connect their poem with the kashmiri pandits who are
still coping with the aftermath of this war.
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amjad majid: as a young girl, kristina was fascinated by her grandfathers stories of his life, and as she grew up she realized the importance of
his stories to her own life and family. his narratives were always of significance for the family and were a significant part of their lives. they
were a way of remembering the past, a way of living in the present, and a way of understanding the unknown future. like your grandfather,

kristina can see her own life and family as embedded in a larger narrative that goes back as far as time itself and cannot be broken or erased
with ease. in this sense, the idea of crossing the border, and her grandfather crossing the border, it is a metaphor for how she herself seeks to
cross borders, the borders that exist in her life, and the borders that exist between people, nations, and languages. these borders, especially

the physical ones, are and have been important to her family and to her, and in a sense, she herself is trying to break through them as well. in
her poem, kristina is trying to reach her grandfather across the border, to help him cross the border, to stay safe, but at the same time, she

feels she is not the one who can cross the border on his behalf, and this is a metaphor for the larger narrative that her family shares, and she
herself wants to be a part of and to share in that narrative. all of the exclusive content related to or about kashmir that is published by inverse
journal in-house is the sole responsibility of its editor, amjad majid, and not the creators, authors and contributors of such content. much of the

content within this journal is already available in the public domain either via publication or through exhibition by major and historically
recognized institutions. nonetheless, the editor takes sole legal responsibility over the publication of any in-house kashmir-related content on
this platform since all such content can be published only through his exclusive editorial decision. publishing certain content does not mean

endorsing the views presented therein. embedding or publication of third party content (especially from the creative commons) does not mean
endorsement of this journal by the original authors, publishers or creators of such external or third party content. 5ec8ef588b
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